MATCH REPORT
LP Whirlwinds Vs Reading Juniors
08/
08/12/2018
12/2018
POM: Rachel Stout (LP Whirlwinds)
POM: Rose Mould (Reading Juniors)

Whirlwinds had a strong start with some fantastic feeds into the circle for Kelly Thomas
and Kate Harvey to convert into goals. Whirlwinds defence of Nina Brown and Tamryn
Lawrence kept a lot of feeds from Reading Juniors circle out, finishing the first quarter 18
– 8 to Whirlwinds.

The second quarter saw Reading Juniors become more settled. Whirlwinds carried on
from the first quarter however with less urgency which meant RJ capitalised on the
strong passing throughout the court by Rose Mould and Lucy Ball. With some fantastic
shooting from Millie Casper and Emily Gill, the second quarter score was fairly equal,
however Whirlwinds maintained a lead of 30 – 19.

The third quarter saw Whirlwinds continue to increase their score with Fern Bromham
and Rachel Stout using the circle edge to pass around and feed into the shooting circle.
With a few changes in positions for Reading Juniors, interceptions were being executed
by Maddie McKim and Maya Smith from Reading Juniors. The third quarter finished 43 –
26 to Whirlwinds.

The fourth quarter found Whirlwinds making some mistakes in passing and therefore
several turnovers for Reading Juniors, however Megan Howard had some great
interceptions which allowed Whirlwind shooters to capitalise their lead.

Final Score: LP Whirlwinds 58 - Reading Juniors 34

MATCH REPORT
Laurel Park Whirlwinds Vs AFC
20/
20/10/2018
POM: Vicky Mclaughlin (AFC)
POM: Lucy Halliday (Laurel Park Whirlwinds)

LP started the game strong and took an early lead (11-5) with some fast play in the first
quarter. ACF seemed to settle down in the second quarter and although LP kept their
lead ACF were almost goal for goal. A weak 3rd quarter for both teams left the score at
28-18 with everything to play for in the last quarter. LP were stronger in the final quarter
and youth probably on their side as ACF started to waiver with the final score LP 38 ACF 22.

Some great interceptions despite having no ankle support from Vicky Mclaughlin earned
her player for ACF and some clean court play from LP WA, Lucy Halliday proved a worthy
Player for LP

Final Score: Laurel Park Whirlwinds 38 – AFC 22

